
sign histories, as Fallan and Christina Setterlund demonstrate in their
chapter on Norwegian and Swedish material culture, provide a useful lens
on that unfolding story.

Finally, what do we make of the “nation” as a construct within this era
of globalization? The authors generally agree that national histories are in-
adequate and variously endorse frameworks of comparative, post-colonial,
and transnational histories. Grace Lees-Maffei’s chapter on comparative
UK-U.S. domestic advice manuals underscores the importance of transna-
tional histories, for example. Nonetheless, there is recognition that the
“nation” still constitutes an important organizational tool for history, and
various authors are intrigued by government policy that promotes design
as a vehicle for consolidating national culture, albeit for economic ends.
Ariyuki Kondo’s marvelous discussion of design, including architecture, in
Japan illuminates the complex give-and-take of national and international
relations. Several authors also explore the spectacle of world fairs, past and
present, as a way of highlighting the intersection between national identity,
design, and government policy. Government intervention, of different pol-
itical persuasions, is also explored in Marta Filipová’s study of Czech/
Bohemian glass. The perspective of the “nation” is useful, the authors
argue, but needs to be considered within a larger, multi-local perspective.

Historians of technology may find the breadth of this book challenging,
but the chapters, taken collectively, open up important questions about the
circulation of goods, practices, and personnel—all of which connect to the
transfer of technology throughout history. Designing Worlds is an ambi-
tious undertaking, with both historiography and history; the former, espe-
cially the editors’ introduction and chapters by Deirdre Pretorius on
Southern Africa and Patricia Lara-Bettancourt on Latin America, rein-
forces the need for expansive and thorough studies, while the latter, exem-
plified by many engaging case studies, will stimulate scholarly discussion
across many fields.

DEBORAH BREEN
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professor of history/digital humanities at Regis College, Weston, Massachusetts.

Digital Tradition: Arrangement and Labor in Istanbul’s Recording
Studio Culture. 

By Eliot Bates. Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2016. 
Pp. 344. Paperback $24.95.

This ambitious monograph succeeds in covering a lot: the development of
multiple Turkish popular musical genres through much of the twentieth
century; a close look at cultural values, social interactions, and aesthetic
outcomes in digitally-based recording studios in Istanbul in the early
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twenty-first century; phenomenological studies of computer and audio
recording technology use; and glimpses of Turkish ethnic political rela-
tions through the lenses of all of the above.

The author effectively deploys multiple overarching framing devices,
including the central one of the book’s title: that developing versions of
“traditional” musical products have been innovated through new digital
means of audio recording and editing, enabling a “cut-and-paste” method-
ology where musical fragments can be intensively rearranged—with resul-
tantly shifting aesthetic values. Thus, the creation of “ethnic” music in the
popular realm in Turkey in recent generations, while drawing on some
musical elements of established customary use in certain locales, is as much
dependent on arbitrary choices of other musical practices integrated into
composite productions by professional studio practitioners. Bates ad-
vances other writers’ notions about technologies’ mediations of musical
production: notably Porcello’s considerations of audio recording phenom-
enology during an earlier analog era.

“Arrangement” in the book’s subtitle signals multiple meanings, in-
cluding the manipulation of preexisting musical material which comes
with nonmusical associations related to region and ethnicity, but also the
importance of the musical arranger in these late modern cultural processes.
Bates points to how—as much or more than any other figure of cultural
production in the Turkish ethnic musical realm (e.g., composers or musi-
cians)—the arranger plays a key social as well as technical function in re-
solving both which musical elements and which musical performers will be
brought together.

This primary thematic concern comes along with other, less-recurring
but often analytically useful terms and concepts. “Latency” is one especially
generative notion the author proposes in tracking “lags” across different
domains—from historical cultural values and social negotiations to cogni-
tive psychology to the physics of temporal duration in translations from
acoustical to analog electrical to digital signals and back again. These phe-
nomenological considerations are finely articulated, though some other
theoretical threads trail off after their introduction in the earliest chapters. 

Ethnographically well-founded, given the author’s unusual degree of
embeddedness in the contexts of his study, the text contains a number of
shorter anecdotal instances of practices by musical practitioners, though
there are few sustained ethnographic narratives. Musical reception is left as
a vague, under-examined issue. 

The book provides detailed accounts of twentieth-century Turkish
musical folklorism and subsequent digital recording praxis as developing
sets of ideologies and institutions throughout the Republican era, ulti-
mately determining recording industry aesthetics in the late modern era.
Some close attention to extended performance techniques and customizing
of traditional musical instruments precedes more substantial examples of
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how digital audio workstations changed compositional practices and cre-
ative roles among musicians, arrangers, and engineers. 

References to “leftists,” gender bias, ethnic relations, and other politics
ultimately offer little about the stakes for either individual musicians or
other Turks. One highly questionable overreach occurs in the suggestion
that music played a major part in attracting masses both to the 2007 funeral
of assassinated Armenian journalist Hrant Dink or to the 2013 public oc-
cupation of Gezi Park.

There are detailed accounts of some Turkish musicians, but the some-
times-summary references among a welter of different musical actors can
be confusing: e.g., the initial understated introduction of the influential
group Kardeş Türküler. While a glossary of Turkish terms helps, the occa-
sional introduction without explanation of musical terms and highly
region-specific musical instruments—e.g., usul or çiftetelli—sets up a chal-
lenging mode for less knowledgeable readers. Musical analyses are well
done if somewhat erratically introduced. The influences of musical cul-
tures from outside the Turkish nation are mostly left unexamined.

The book represents a wide range of ethnicities and “arranging” of
musical histories—focusing on Kurdish and Black Sea region artists, with
occasional mentions of Alevis. Copious examples of recorded musical out-
comes are described in the text and augmented with audio recordings
made available online. 

It is in the realm of aesthetics and the effects of technology on aesthetic
valuation and labor relations in music-making that the book makes its
most persuasive case. The author deftly parses an interlocking set of subtle
attributions to post-2000 studio practices involving Turkish conceptions of
tavır (regional performance style), yorum (interpretation), genk (balance),
renk (color), büyük ses (“big sound”) and parlak (“shine”). And it is in the
pointers to instances of these negotiations of studio-based musical produc-
tion in Turkey, and of the tracking of the freer-floating signifiers of cut-
and-pasted digital musical fragments, that the book’s description and
analysis especially excel. As the author proposes in his conclusion, such
analytical perspectives provide compelling insight into late-modern Turk-
ish musical production as well as suggestions for analytical use in further
cultural realms.

BRIAN KARL
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